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Prologue

In November 2002, health authorities in Guangdong Province reported a cluster of
atypical pneumonia cases to China’s National Ministry of Health in Beijing. In late
February 2003, an infected medical doctor from Guangdong spent a single night
on the ninth ‡oor of a Hong Kong hotel and infected at least 16 other persons
visiting his ‡oor. The others included a tourist from Toronto, a ‡ight attendant
from Singapore and a businessman who later traveled to Vietnam. From this single
event, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) spread internationally. By May
2003, there were 7,000 infected in 30 countries. During the height of the global
epidemic, more than 200 new cases were being reported each day. By the time the
contagion was brought under control in June 2003, over 600 people died (WHO May
20, 2003).
Despite the early report from Guangdong, China did not report the outbreak of
atypical pneumonia to the World Health Organization (WHO) until early February
2003. And though Chinese scientists had uncovered evidence linking SARS to a
new coronavirus that same month (Science July 18, 2003), they did not allow WHO
teams to visit Guangdong until early April. As a result, WHO scientists were not
able to established the coronavirus link for themselves until mid-April (WHO July
4, 2003). Had the Chinese government reported the outbreak and its likely cause
earlier, many hundreds of lives could have been saved. Had the disease been more
virulent than it turned out to be, the e¤ects of secrecy and delayed reporting by
China could have been much more severe.
Malani is a Professor at the University of Chicago Law School; Laxminarayan is a Senior
Fellow at the Resources for the Future. Please send comments to amalani@uchicago.edu and
ramanan@r¤.org. We thank Eili Klein for valuable research assistance, Arin Dutta, Albert Kim,
Doug Lichtman and Scott Baker for detailed comments, and participants in workshops at the
University of Chicago Law School, the World Bank, and Resources for the Future for feedback on
earlier drafts.
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Introduction

This paper explores the incentives of countries to surveil their populations for infectious diseases and report outbreaks to international health authorities such as
WHO and to other nations. Even a cursory analysis reveals that countries face
con‡icting incentives to report outbreaks. On the one hand, reporting may cause
trading partners to impose ex post trade sanctions to limit the spread of disease to
their shores. These sanctions have large economic costs on the reporting country.1
On the other hand, countries that report an outbreak might obtain international
medical assistance from WHO. Such medical assistance may prevent the outbreak
from developing into a full-blown epidemic. Incentives to report an outbreak, however, are only half the story. A country must detect a disease in order to report
its outbreak and it can in‡uence the probability of detection by it’s investment in
surveillance. The greater the return to reporting an outbreak, the greater the return to detecting the outbreak in the …rst place.

This paper presents a simple

game-theoretic model to capture these basic dynamics.
The paper then explores certain extensions to deepen our understanding of surveillance and reporting incentives.

First, we observe that trading partners often

sanction countries even before the latter reveal an outbreak. Our analysis suggests
that these “preemptive” sanctions are based on risk of a false negative, i.e., fears
that a country has su¤ered an outbreak though it has not reported one. We …nd that
these preemptive sanctions actually induce greater reporting because they reduce
the relative cost of ex post sanctions and thus reporting.
Second, an important tool that international authorities have to in‡uence surveillance and reporting is the quality of diagnostic technologies to identify outbreaks.
The conventional view is that better diagnostic technology –de…ned as an improvement in the sensitivity or speci…city of testing – improves the ability to prevent or
control epidemics. In a world where technology is only useful if countries use it and
share the results, however, we …nd that improved technology actually reduces countries’own investments in surveillance and may also reduce reporting of outbreaks.
Better technology improves the predictive value of tests, i.e., the probability that
there is an outbreak (no outbreak) when one observes a positive (negative) test.
But increasing the informativeness of a report causes trading partners to increase
ex post sanctions following a report in order to limit the spread of any subsequent
epidemic. It also causes trading partners to reduce preemptive sanctions when the
country does not report. This reorientation of sanctions increases the relative cost
1
For example, when Peru reported an outbreak of cholera in 1991, its South American neighbors
imposed an immediate ban on Peruvian food products. The subsequent loss of $790 million in
food sales and tourism revenues far exceeded the domestic health and productivity costs of the
epidemic. As the Peruvian Minister of Health noted, "...nothing compares to the loss of markets
[other countries] took away from us in a di¢ cult time" (Panisset 2000, p. 150).
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of reporting.

Because surveillance is less important if a country does not report,

surveillance will also fall. The overall e¤ect may actually increase the expected loss
of life from epidemics!
Third, an alternative source of information about disease outbreaks is rumors.
Although WHO actively monitors rumors (Samaan et al 2005), the public health
community has criticized this so-called “rumor surveillance”because it is prone to errors, speci…cally false positives (Harris 2006). Extending the logic from our analysis
of detection technology, we demonstrate, for example, that improving the speci…city
of rumors reduces investment in surveillance and might also discourage reporting
and increase loss of life. The logic is similar to why improving technology may be
harmful, with one exception. Whereas improving technology reduced preemptive
sanctions, improving the speci…city of rumors increases preemptive sanctions when
a country does not observe a positive test result but rumors indicate an outbreak.
A practical implication is that reducing false positive rumors may be relatively less
harmful to epidemic control than reducing false positives in testing technology.
This paper belongs to the extensive literature on incentives for information acquisition. Three key strands of this literature are auction design when the auctioneer
wants bidders to invest in discovering their valuations (see Bergemann and Valimaki
2006 for a survey), contract design when the principal wants the agent not only to
exert e¤ort but also to gather information (see, e.g., Prendergast 1993, Lewis and
Sappington 1997, Cremer et al. 1998, Ewerhart and Schmitz 2000), and the design of
legal rules to encourage sellers to test for product safety (Matthews and Postlewaite;
Shavell 1994; Arlen 1994; Arlen and Kraakman 1994).

An important distinction

between these strands and the present paper is that the former assume there is only
one principal.

In this paper there are two principals – WHO and trading part-

ners (collectively).

Although the two principals have roughly similar objectives,

they control di¤erent levers –one a carrot and the other a stick –and they cannot
coordinate.2

Finally, the neither principal has the ability uniquely to reward or

punish disclosure, a solution frequently suggested in the law and economics literature (Arlen and Kraakman 1994),3 either because of a budget constraint on the
principal or limited liability of the agent. Indeed, it will become clear that even if
the principals were not constrained in this manner, free riding problems discourage
either principal from pursuing an optimal strategy from the one-principal case.
Although this paper focuses on incentive of countries to surveil and report disease
outbreaks to other countries and the WHO, there are many other problems involving
information acquisition where there are two principal who have di¤erent levers but
2

In this regard this paper is distinct from the common agency literature (cite), which examines
the case with multiple principals that have con‡icting objectives.
3
This solution is also suggested in the law and economics literature on information disclosure
without endogenous acquisition (Kaplow and Shavell 1994).
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cannot coordinate their actions.

These include the problem of incentivizing, for

example
Individuals to test themselves for STDs and report results to public health
authorities and sexual partners
Schools to identify and report student violence (NYT Oct. 8, 2006) and poor
teaching to the government and parents
Cities to identify and report crime rates to national authorities and potential
residents, tourist or businesses
Companies to detect and report product defects, crimes by employees, and
bad business investments to the government and to consumers or investors
Researchers to identify and report ‡aws in their analysis to journals and readers
As in the disease surveillance and reporting example, the two principals in each of
these other examples cannot coordinate because one of them is a dispersed group
(e.g., sexual partners, consumers, etc.). A less important but also typical feature
is that the only lever the dispersed group can employ is refusal to deal, i.e., a stick
rather than a carrot.
One goal of this paper is to explore the e¤ect of signal quality on information
acquisition and revelation.

When there is only one principal, improvements in

information search technology generally promote information production.

Any

disincentive e¤ects that they may have on search or reporting can typically be o¤set
by contract modi…cation, speci…cally ex ante transfers to the agent that o¤set the
expected ex post costs of employing better technology. Where the principal lacks the
ability to make such transfers, improvements in technology can reduce the amount
of information produced. This problem only gets worse, however, when there are
multiple principals.

Not only does free riding discourages ex ante transfers, the

principals’inability to coordinate means that ex post costs to the agent of employing
the better technology rise. Speci…cally, the dispersed-group principal will be even
less willing to deal following disclosure of bad information.
The next section presents a simple game-theoretic model to illustrate the con‡icting incentives to surveil and report disease outbreaks. Section 4 examines false
negative test results and the role of preemptive sanctions. Section 5 introduces false
positives into the analysis and explores the behavioral response to improvements
in testing technology. Section 6 considers the e¤ect of rumors on surveillance and
reporting.
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Basic model

Consider a game with three players: a "source" country, a group of the country’s
trading partners, and WHO. The source country has a small, exogenous probability
of experiencing a disease outbreak. An outbreak is de…ned as a geographically
localized infection a¤ecting a very small number of humans. The challenge is to
prevent the outbreak from becoming a full-blown epidemic. An epidemic is a nationwide infection that kills a large number of the country’s residents. It may also
spread internationally and kill residents of the countries’ trading partners. The
source country must decide how much to invest in surveillance and, if it discovers an
outbreak, whether to report this to WHO. WHO, in turn, must decide how much to
subsidize surveillance and how much medical assistance to provide the country to
help it control a reported outbreak. Trading partners may impose sanctions when a
country reports evidence of an outbreak in order to reduce the risk that the epidemic
reaches their borders (see, e.g., Browstein et al. 2006). (Importantly, WHO cannot
impose punitive sanctions on the country following an outbreak because it does not
have the legal authority or power to do so. No one can impose sanctions following
a full epidemic either because it would not be politically palatable to kick a country
when it is down, because the country is, in e¤ect, limitedly liable because it has
already su¤ered a large loss of life, or because it is not credible to HERE.)
The country’s probability of an outbreak, its investment in surveillance, and the
outcome of its surveillance are private knowledge. For now we assume the country
cannot credibly reveal its probability of an outbreak, but can credibly reveal positive
a test result. Although we only analyze a game involving one source country, we
assume that WHO and trading partners know the distribution of outbreak probabilities across all possible source countries. All WHO and trading partner actions
are observable.
The timing of the game is as follows:
1. WHO o¤ers the country a surveillance subsidy t. The country determines its
own investment x in surveillance.
2. The country su¤ers an outbreak with probability p0 > 0. Country detects the
outbreak with probability q(x; t) > 0 where q is increasing but concave in its
arguments.
3. The country decides whether to report a positive test result to WHO.
4. If the country reports, WHO may provide medical assistance, c, to control the
outbreak and, simultaneously, trading partners may impose sanctions S. If
there is no report, there is no assistance or sanction.4
4

We relax the assumption that trading partners may not impose sanctions without a positive
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5. The outbreak becomes a full-blown epidemic with probability p1 (c), where
p01 < 0, p001 > 0. The epidemic kills k(S)y people, y in the source country and
[k(S)

1] y > 0 residents of its trading partners. Because sanction limit the

spread of disease, k 0 < 0, k 00 > 0.
It is assumed that the functions q, p1 , and k are common knowledge and obey the
usual regularity conditions. We ignore time discounting because it does not make
the model any more informative.
A central concern of this paper is the e¤ect of information quality on surveillance
and reporting.

In order to analyze quality, de…ne

probability of a positive (negative) test result, and

( ) as the unconditional
( ) as the probability of an

outbreak (no outbreak) given a positive (negative) test result. The term

( ) is

also known as the positive (negative) predictive value of diagnostic technology. For
simplicity, the basic model assumes that surveillance is subject to false negatives
(with probability 1
= p0 (1

q) + (1

q), but not false positives. This implies that
p0 ) = 1

p0 q. Moreover,

= 1 and

= (1

= p0 q and

p0 ) = .

The source country’s payo¤s are given in Table 1. Because the country only
observes surveillance test results, not an outbreak, test results are what determine
payo¤s. Because investment x in surveillance occurs before an outbreak, that cost is
borne in each state. If a country observes a positive test result, the probability there
is actually an outbreak is .
no false positives,

But since we are assuming, for now, that there are

= 1. If the country does not report it has observed a positive

test result, it faces a higher probability p1 (0) that the outbreak will develop into
an epidemic. If it does report, it will face sanctions S, but with the help of WHO
medical assistance c, a smaller risk p1 (c) of an epidemic.5 If the country observes
a negative test result, it will not report that it has observed a positive test result.
There is no value to WHO medical assistance since medical assistance is only useful
if the country can pinpoint the outbreak (see note 4). Moreover, reporting brings
sanctions. Therefore, we shall ignore the option of reporting despite a negative test
result. Even though the country does not report, there is a chance (1

) that the

negative test result was incorrect and there is an outbreak. Because the country
report in the next section. We always assume that WHO provides no medical assistance without
evidence of a positive test result. The reason is that, whereas a positive test result reveals who
exactly has the infection and ought to be treated, a negative test result does not. Therefore, even
if the negative test result is false, WHO medical assistance to prevent spread of the local infection
is of no use, i.e., p01 (c j negative test) = 0.
5
It might seem odd that the country is assumed to have resources for surveillance but not to
control an outbreak. Relaxing this assumption will not, however, alter the important dynamics. A
country will be willing to surveil even in a no-report equilibrium, though that is not the equilibrium
on which we focus. If the country’s and WHO assistance are substitutes, the latter will crowd out
the former. This moral hazard will reduce the second-best amount of assistance the WHO will
provide upon the report of a positive test result unless the WHO seeks to allocate more resources
to control than the country has.
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Test result, probability
Positive,
Negative,

Report result was positive
No
Yes
No

Payo¤

x
p1 (0) y
x
p1 (c) y S
x (1
) p1 (0) y

Table 1: Country’s payo¤s in basic model.
receives no medical assistance, the probability of an epidemic is p1 (0).
WHO’s objective is to minimize the consequences of an epidemic and its …nancial
costs. WHO’s objective may be written:
max t
t;c

E[

E [ f p1 (c) k (S) y + cg jreport]
p1 (0) k (0) yjnot report]

E [ (1

(1)
) p1 (0) k (0) y]

where, for ease of reading we have suppressed the reliance of ( ; ; ; ) on p0 and
q (x; t) and expectations are taken with respect to f (p0 ), the distribution of outbreak
probabilities across countries. The …rst term in the maximand is the surveillance
subsidy, a cost regardless of whether a country reports and whether there is an
outbreak. The second term re‡ects the average loss among countries that su¤er
an epidemic, observe a positive test result and report. WHO provides aid, which
reduces the risk of an epidemic. A national epidemic can spread and become a
worldwide pandemic. Whereas the country only cares about the deaths y of its
residents, WHO cares about all deaths k(S)y worldwide. The third term re‡ects
the average loss among countries that experience an epidemic, observe a positive test
result, but choose not to report. The fourth term re‡ects the average loss among
countries that experience an epidemic but observe a false negative test result. The
loss is the same these last two cases. There is a higher probability that an outbreak
will become an epidemic because WHO provides no aid, and a higher probability
that an epidemic will spread internationally because there are no trading partner
sanctions.
WHO and trading partners cannot coordinate so we discuss trading partner
payo¤s from sanctions separately. Countries trade because it creates surplus that is
split among them. For simplicity we assume the surplus is 2S, which is split equally.
We treat sanctions as a refusals to deal and thus quantify them by the implied loss
of surplus from trade. The bene…t of sanctions, however, is that they reduce the risk
that an epidemic will spread because trade and tourism are an importance vehicle by
which diseases move across boundaries. Assuming the country reports positive test
results and given that trading partners can only sanction when a country reports,
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the trading partners’objective is
max E [ f p1 (c) hk(S)
S

E [ f p1 (0) hk(0)

1i y+Sg jreport]

1i yg jnot report]

(2)

E [ f(1

) p1 (0) hk(0)

1i yg]

The …rst term captures the cases where a country experiences an epidemic, observes
a positive test, and reports. Sanctions only reduce death if there is an epidemic, i.e.,
with probability p1 (c). We subtract 1 from the multiplier k because trading partners
do not internalize the loss of life in the source country. The second term captures
the case where there is an outbreak and positive test result, but no reporting, and
the third term captures the case where there is an outbreak but a negative test
result.

3.1

First Best

The …rst-best case is one in which the country, WHO and trading partners coordinate their response. The probability of an outbreak and all choices are common
knowledge. No one observes the outbreak, but everyone observes test results. For
purposes of exposition, we maintain the assumption that trading partners can only
sanction when there is a positive test result. (We shall relax this constraint in the
next section.) The social welfare function from an ex ante perspective is
max

t;x;S;c

x

t

[ p1 (c)k(S)y + c + 2S]

[(1

) p1 (0)k(0)y]

(3)

The key features here are that the social planner considers all …nancial costs (from
country investment in surveillance and from WHO subsidies), internalizes the costs
of sanctions on both the country and trading partners, and internalizes the worldwide risks from an epidemic. De…ne (cF B ; S F B ) as the solutions to the optimality
conditions p01 (cF B ) =

1=k(S F B )y and k 0 (S F B ) =

2=p1 (cF B )y, and (tF B ; xF B ) as

the solutions to the optimality conditions
qi xF B ; tF B =

1
p0 f[p1 (0)k(0)

p1

(cF B )k(S F B )] y

cF B

2S F B g

(4)

for i = x; t.
2 at (xF B ; tF B ) and (A2) p00 k 00 =p0 k 0 >
Proposition 1 Assume (A1) qxx qtt > qxt
1
1

p01 k 0 =p1 k at (xF B ; tF B ).Then (xF B ; tF B ; cF B ; S F B ) maximize the social welfare function.
Proof. The de…nitions of (cF B ; S F B ) and the convexity of p1 (c) and k(S) imply
that fp1 (0)k(0)

p1 (cF B )k(S F B )gy

cF B
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2S F B > 0. In addition, A1 - A2 are

necessary and su¢ cient conditions for the Hessian of the social welfare function to
be negative de…nite.
The …rst assumption required for an internal maximum is that the interaction qxt
between country and WHO investments in surveillance is not too large. The second
assumption is that WHO medical assistance and trading partner sanctions have
su¢ ciently diminishing returns at containing an outbreak and epidemic, respectively.
This assumption is satis…ed, for example, if both p1 (c) and k(S) are log-convex.

3.2

Second Best

In the second-best case, the country, its trading partners and WHO play a noncooperative game. In a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, trading partners’sanctions and WHO medical assistance upon report of a positive test result satisfy
k 0 (S SB ) =

1=p1 (cSB )y and p0l (cSB ) =

1=k(S SB )y, respectively.

A country will report a positive test result so long as sanctions are su¢ ciently
weak and/or medical assistance is su¢ ciently generous:
S SB

p1 cSB

p1 (0)

p1 0; cSB y

y=

(5)

Notice, …rst, that this decision does not depend on the probability of an outbreak.
Since this is the only source of heterogeneity in our model, either all countries in the
world will report or all countries will not report.

Since the non-reporting case is

not very interesting, we shall give more attention to the all-reporting case. Second,
WHO cannot incent the country to report with medical assistance or surveillance
subsidies. WHO medical assistance has limited strategic value in a one-play, sequential game because threats to withhold aid or lower sanctions are not subgame
perfect and thus non-credible. (The same is true for trading partner sanctions.)
Surveillance subsidies have little power because the reporting decision is made only
after surveillance has done its job.
If the country would report a positive test result, it will set its investment in
surveillance such that
qx xSB ; tSB =

1
p0 f p1

(0; cSB ) y

S SB g

>0

(6)

Because q is concave, the greater the net bene…ts of reporting, the more the country
will invest in surveillance.

If all countries report positive test results, WHO will

o¤er a surveillance subsidy that satis…es
E p0 qt xSB (p0 ) ; tSB

=

1
[p1 (0)k(0)

p1

(cSB )k(S SB )] y

cSB

(7)

WHO’s subsidy is keyed to its gain from detection, including lives saved not just
9

in the country but worldwide. Of course it discounts this value appropriately by
the cost of having to provide medical care and the expected probability that there
will be an outbreak. If no countries report, then neither the countries nor WHO
promote surveillance because there is no return to doing so. Recall that countries
are assumed to have no medical resources to contain an outbreak even if they …nd
one.
There are three di¤erences between the …rst best problem and the non-cooperative
game. First, neither the country nor trading partners internalize the cost of sanctions on one another in the non-cooperative game. Second, the country does not
internalize the cost of an epidemic on trading partners. Third, countries might not
report in the non-cooperative game. In general, one cannot compare the …rst and
second best outcomes because a di¤erent solution concept is employed in the social
planner problem and in non-cooperative game. But if one makes the assumptions
required to ensure that the social planner problem is concave and ignores private
information, however, one can generate convergence between the solutions to the
two problems and examine behavior along the path of convergence. The following
proposition reports the results.
Proposition 2 Suppose assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold and all countries are in a
reporting equilibrium in the non-cooperative game. If the country and trading partners internalize more of the loss of surplus from sanctions, trading partner sanctions
will fall, WHO medical assistance will rise, and WHO surveillance subsidies will fall.
The expected loss of life conditional on a positive test result will also rise. The effect on country investment in surveillance is ambiguous. If the country internalizes
more of the foreign loss of life due to an epidemic, its investment in surveillance
will rise.
Proof. See appendix.
For obvious reasons, the failure to internalize the country’s loss of surplus from
sanctions causes trading partners to enact higher sanctions following a report. This
in turn causes WHO to reduce its medical assistance.

Surprisingly, the balance

of e¤ects actually lowers expected loss of life following the report of a positive test
result! It is uncertain whether there will be more or less surveillance in the second
best. Because failure to internalizing the cost of sanctions reduces expected loss of
life following a report, there is actually greater return to and thus a larger amount
of WHO surveillance subsidies in the second best. The e¤ect on the country’s investment in surveillance is ambiguous, not least of which because we have not made
any assumptions about whether country and WHO contributions to surveillance are
substitutes or complements, i.e., the sign of qxt . Even if we ignore this ambiguity,
failure to internalizing the cost of an epidemic on trading partners has the coun10

terproductive e¤ect of lowering the value and thus level of country investment in
surveillance.
There is no point in comparing reporting in the …rst and second best since there
is, by assumption, no private information in the …rst best.

It is enlightening,

however, to note the potential causes of non-reporting in the second best.

The

second best reporting condition (5) is made more strict –implying "less" reporting
– because reporting has both a higher cost and lower gain when players fail to
internalize the costs of their actions. The cost is higher because trading partners
impose higher sanctions when they fail to internalize the full cost of sanctions. The
gain is lower because the country fails to internalize the cost of an epidemic on
trading partners, and thus the full gain from better control of an outbreak when
it is reported.

The gain is lowered further still because WHO provides less care

when trading partner sanctions are higher. These bad e¤ects are partly o¤set by
two facts. One is that higher sanctions from trading partners reduce the risk that
contagion will spread to other countries, increasing the gain from sanctions. The
other is that the country’s failure to internalize the full cost of sanctions actually
lowers the direct cost of reporting.

4

False negatives and preemptive sanctions

In this section we relax the assumption that trading partners cannot sanction unless the country reports an outbreak. We demonstrate that, because the diagnostic
technology is subject to false negatives, it is rational for trading partners to sanction the country even when it does not report a positive test result.

We label

such sanctions as preemptive or ex ante sanctions because they occur even before
the country reports an outbreak and give real-world examples of these sanctions.
Finally, we show that preemptive sanctions, in turn, have two bene…cial e¤ects.
First, they reduce the disincentive e¤ects that ex post sanctions have on reporting.
Second, preemptive sanctions o¤er WHO a new strategy with which to generate
an equilibrium with full reporting by all countries, i.e., the unravelling result from
Grossman (1981) and Milgrom (1981). Speci…cally, if by o¤ering to audit diagnostic
test results the WHO can discover a country’s private probability of an outbreak,
then the WHO can induce all countries to report their test results.
Preemptive sanctions R di¤er from ex post sanctions S in that trading partners
enact them only in the states where there is a negative test result or there is a
positive test result that the country does not report. We assume that preemptive
sanctions are as e¤ective as ex post sanctions at preventing the spread of an epidemic
from the country to trading partners. The loss of surplus due to ex post sanctions is
2R, split equally between the country and the trading partners. Whereas the costs
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of preemptive sanctions are borne whenever the country is a reporting equilibrium
but observes a negative test result or the country is in a no-reporting equilibrium,
the bene…t from preemptive sanctions accrue only when, in addition, there is an
outbreak. This implies the trading partners’objective is
max E [ f p1 (c) [k(S)
S;R

E [ f p1 (0) [k(R)
E [ f(1

1] y + Sg jreport]

(8)

1] y + Rg jnot report]

) p1 (0) [k(R)

1] y + Rg]

We remind readers that, for now, we are assuming there are no false positive, so
= 1 for all countries.
Trading partners’second best choice of preemptive sanctions depend on which
countries report.

The reporting condition with preemptive sanctions, like that

without such sanctions, does not depend on a country’s underlying probability of
an outbreak:
S SB

RSB

p1 0; cSB y

(9)

Since that probability is the only source of heterogeneity in our model, either all
countries report or all countries do not report. If all countries report, then trading
partners set preemptive sanctions such that
k 0 (RSB ) =

1
E[ ]
E [ (1
)] p1 (0) y

(10)

where for readability we ignore the SB-superscript on functions of q xSB ; tSB . If
no countries report, then preemptive sanctions satisfy k 0 RSB =

1=E [p0 ] p1 (0) y.

Again, because the none-reporting case is less interesting, we devote more attention
to the all-reporting case. Comparing (10) to the optimality condition for ex post
sanctions, k 0 S SB =

1=p1 cSB y, it should be evident that preemptive sanctions

are lower than ex post sanctions so long as the probability of an outbreak given a
negative test result is less than the relative odds of an epidemic when WHO provides
medical assistance

p1 cSB
E [ (1
)]
<
E[ ]
p1 (0)

(11)

The smaller the average likelihood of a false negative, the less the containment bene…t of preemptive sanctions. The greater the containment bene…t of WHO assistance,
the less the need for containment with ex post sanctions. The condition in (11) is
very likely to hold because diagnostic tests are typically very sensitivity and ex post
medical containment is imperfect.
The country’s investment in surveillance will now account for the fact that re-
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porting has the additional bene…t of avoiding preemptive sanctions:
qx xSB ; tSB =
p0

n

1
S SB + RSB

p1 (0; cSB ) y

o >0

(12)

WHO subsidies will also account for preemptive sanctions, which have two e¤ects.
First, because preemptive sanctions control epidemics, they reduce the cost of failed
surveillance. This reduces the return to subsidies. Second, because preemptives
sanction depend on total surveillance, which in turn depend on WHO subsidies
known to trading partners, WHO knows its subsidies will reduce preemptive sanctions:

E p0 qtSB p1 (0) k 0 RSB y + 1
@RSB
=
<0
@t
E [ (1
)] p1 (0) k 00 (RSB ) y

(13)

This will increase the return to subsidies. Together these e¤ects imply that WHO
sets its subsidies such that
E p0 qt xSB (p0 ) ; tSB

=

1
[p1 (0)k(RSB )

E [ ] @R
@t
p1 (cSB )k(S SB )] y

cSB

Preemptive sanctions change slightly our comparison of the …rst best and second
best result from the previous section. Because of the strategic interaction between
WHO subsidies and preemptive sanctions highlighted in (13), it is unclear whether
making trading partners internalize a greater portion of the social cost of their
preemptive sanctions causes WHO to raise or lower its surveillance subsidies or
trading partners to raise or lower their preemptive sanctions.
More interesting is the comparison of the second best result without preemptive
sanctions and the second best with preemptive sanctions. Our analysis is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 3 Suppose that all countries are in a reporting-equilibrium and that
(A3) (p1 ; k) are both log-convex or log-concave. Then preemptive sanctions have no
e¤ ect on WHO medical assistance and ex post sanctions, but they do decrease WHO
subsidies. If x and t are weak substitutes so that qxt

0, then preemptive sanctions

raise country investment in surveillance.
Proof. See appendix.
Assumption (A3) may not be necessary, but it is su¢ cient to obtain the clean results
of Proposition 3. It is not overly restrictive, mainly ruling the case where p1 and k
are exactly exponential, in which case the comparative statics are not identi…ed.
Preemptive sanctions have two e¤ects.

Preemptive sanctions help contain an

epidemic even if it is not discovered and reported. Therefore, they reduce the return
to WHO subsidies for surveillance. Assuming WHO subsidies and a country’s own
13

investment in surveillance are not complements, own investment rises because the
return to surveillance is proportional to the return to reporting and – as we shall
see –investments preemptives increase the return to reporting.
Suppose the reporting condition (9) does not hold and all countries are in a
not-reporting equilibrium. Although it is not met, the reporting condition can be
rewritten as a cuto¤ for the lives lost in an epidemic: a country will report only if
y > S SB

RSB = p1 0; cSB = W .

It is immediately obvious that increasing

preemptive sanctions reduces the cuto¤ for reporting, decreasing the number of cases
–as indexed by y –where no countries report:
@W
=
@R

1
<0
p1 (0; cSB )

The intuition is that preemptive sanctions punish countries even when they do not
report. Therefore, they reduce the relative cost of reporting.
There are many recent examples of preemptive sanctions. To identify such sanctions, note that human infections that have animal originals typically take the following path: (i) no animal infection, (ii) animal infection, (iii) animal-to-animal transmission, (iv) animal-to-human transmission, and (v) human-to human transmission.
At each of these junctures, trading partners have the opportunity to sanction the
country. Because it is human-to-human transmission that might be contained with
WHO medical assistance and that poses the most serious risk of an epidemic, sanctions that occur after stage (iv) are ex post sanctions. Earlier sanctions are preemptive sanctions. Table 2 gives examples of preemptive sanctions. They are grouped
according to whether they in stage (i) or in stage (ii)/(iii). All the sanctions occurred
before any animal-to-human transmission, let alone human-to-human transmission.
Preemptive sanctions do not simply promote reporting in the context of the game
set forth in Section 3, they also o¤er WHO a new policy instrument – an audit of
a country’s surveillance – that can generate an equilibrium with full information
disclosure regardless of whether the reporting condition (9) is satis…ed. The key to
this result is that a WHO audit must be able to credibly reveal to trading partners
that a country’s probability of su¤ering an outbreak.

(Countries cannot signal

safety on their own because it is very easy to fake negative test results.)

The logic

straightforward. In the absence of credible information on the outbreak risk in a
country, trading partners set preemptive sanctions based on the average risk of an
outbreak.

If trading partners knew that a country was safer than average, they

would lower their preemptive sanctions against that country because there would
be less risk of an outbreak in the absence of reporting.

Thus safer countries will

prefer to be audited to convince trading partners to lower their preemptive sanctions
against them. Trading partners respond by adjusting upwards their expectations
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Date
Disease/Location Sanction
Sanctions imposed before animal outbreaks (stage i)
2005
HPAI/not speci…c Vietnam bans imports of poultry from 16 countries
2006
HPAI/France
Poultry consumption fell 20% in France before
HPAI discovered
2006
HPAI/Bulgaria
Poultry sales fell 60% in Bulgaria before HPAI
discovered in swans
Sanctions imposed after animal outbreak, before human outbreak (stages ii or
iii)
1997
HPAI/Hong Kong Hong Kong kills 1.5 mil. chickens
2001
FMD/UK
Cost UK tourism and beef industries £ 3 billion
even before human casualties
2003
AI/ US
US poultry exports may have fallen 3%
(Blayney 2005)
2003
BSE/US
US beef exports fell 80% without a single human infection (Blayney 2005)
2003-2005 HPAI/SE Asia
SE Asian economies loss $12 bil. in output
(Thailand alone $1 bil., Vietnam up to 1.8%
GDP; outside SE Asia, poultry prices up 20%,
volume down 8%)
2005
HPAI/not speci…c US ban poultry imports from all countries reporting animal outbreaks (WSJ Nov. 21, 2005)
2006
HPAI/Italy
Poultry consumption fell 70% in Italy
Notes. HPAI = highly pathogenic avian in‡uenza, AI = avian in‡uenza (not
highly pathogenic), FMD = foot and mouth disease, BSE = mad cow disease.
Table 2: Examples of preemptive sanctions.
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about the average risk of outbreak in non-audited countries.

Again non-audited

countries with lower-than-average risk will seek WHO audits. And so on. Under
certain conditions, the process will continue until all but the most risky country seek
WHO audits. An equilibrium with unraveling is illustrated in Appendix B.

5

False positives and e¤ect of testing technology

The public health community places great emphasis on the technological accuracy
of diagnostic testing for disease.

For example, WHO has stated that one of the

central goals of that organization and of the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations is to "facilitate, through their research networks, the rapid
development of new methods for detecting the [avian in‡uenza] virus in environmental samples" (WHO 2005). Julie Gerberding, the director of the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control & Prevention, has stated that transfer of diagnostic technologies
is a central goal in promoting surveillance of avian in‡uenza (Gerberding 2005).6
What’s more, this emphasis on the technology has been biased in favor of improving the sensitivity of diagnostic technology, i.e., on the probability that testing
technology detects disease in an infected patient. For example, both WHO Manual
on Animal In‡uenza Detection and Surveillance (2002) and the U.S. president’s National Strategy for a Pandemic In‡uenza (2005) repeatedly stress the importance of
improving the sensitivity of tests but not once mention the speci…city of tests, i.e.,
the probability that a test detects no disease in an uninfected person. Their logic
is that one cannot stop an epidemic if one does not detect an outbreak. Increasing
test sensitivity and its corollary –reducing false negatives –ensure that the infected
do not go without treatment and spread contagion.
In this section we question both the great value placed on improving technology
and the preference for sensitivity over speci…city. Speci…cally, we show that improving technology may actually decrease reporting because, for example, it increases
the informativeness of reporting and thus the sanctions that trading partners impose
on countries that report. The end result may even be a higher expected loss of life
with better technology. We stress that this is not a necessary result of technology,
but rather a possible result. Even if we ignore it, however, we …nd that speci…city
may be as important to reporting incentives as sensitivity.

The reason is that

reducing false positives reduces the frequency of cases where a country reports an
outbreak though it has not su¤ered one. These cases discourage reporting because
6

All quarters have lauded, for example, the introduction of the MChip (a new technology to
detect avian ‡u) as a big step forward in global surveillance e¤orts and e¤orts to reduce the human
impact of that disease (Townsend et al. 2006; DrugResearcher.com 2006). Indeed, the development
of that technology was funded directly by the U.S. National Institutes for Health (Fox 2006). Even
the FDA has expedited review and approval of new diagnostic technologies for avian ‡u to aid the
cause (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 2006).
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the country su¤ers ex post sanctions with o¤setting bene…ts from WHO medical
assistance since there to outbreak to control.
In order to illustrate these points, let q be (as before) sensitivity, i.e., the probability of a positive test result given an outbreak, and let r be speci…city, i.e., the
probability of a negative test result given no outbreak. This implies that the probabilities of technological false negatives and false positives are 1
respectively.7

q and 1

r,

Further,
= Pr (positive test) = p0 q + (1
= Pr (negative test) = p0 (1

p0 )(1

q) + (1

r)
p0 )r

p0 q
<1
p0 q + (1 p0 )(1 r)
(1 p0 )r
= Pr(no outbreak j negative test) =
p0 (1 q) + (1 p0 )r

= Pr(outbreak j positive test) =

(14)
(15)

Because of imperfect speci…city, there is a higher probability of a negative test result,
though that result has less predictive value, than in the basic model with perfect
speci…city.
In order to streamline the analysis, we shall ignore WHO subsidies for surveillance. We continue to assume that country can improve sensitivity by its investments x. In addition, it can improve speci…city by investment z in, for example,
repeat testing of positive results.

In order to incorporate technology, we shall

rewrite q and r as
q = q (x) ; r = r (z)
where the functions (q; r) are increasing but concave and

;

> 0 are technology

parameters that increase the marginal productivity of investments in surveillance.
but initially we take speci…city to be exogenous. The country will report a positive
test result if the payo¤ from reporting (
from not reporting (

p1 (0) y

p1 (c) y

S) is greater than the payo¤

R). Although sanctions are triggered based on the

country’s report, the probability of an epidemic depends on the predictive value of
a positive test result, i.e., on the probability . The important di¤erence from the
case without false positives is that

< 1. This implies that the reporting condition

7

Repeated testing will not always overcome false positives. First, early in their development,
diagnostic tests might employ indicators for multiple ailments, including the disease being targeted.
This will imply strong positive correlation across test results for a patient who has one of those
ailments, but not the disease. Second, early in an outbreak, there may be a great deal of confusion.
This confusion can lead to false positives that are not reversed for some time (see, e.g., Zamiska
Oct. 18, 2005). Third, false positives may trigger sanctions before a second test is conducted (see,
e.g., Canadien Press Sept. 9, 2003). Indeed, they may still trigger greater preemptive sanctions
in the future. Trading partners might rationally believe there is a greater chance of an outbreak
despite a second negative test result because it is possible the second test result was a false negative.
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depends on the probability p0 of an outbreak:
p0 >

q SB

1
rSB
p1 (0; cSB ) y + (1

S SB
rSB

RSB
q SB ) (S SB

RSB )

=W

(16)

Because there is heterogeneity in this probability, there is now a possible equilibrium
in which some countries report and others do not. Focusing on this more interesting
case, the questions we would like to answer are: how does increasing either sensitivity
or speci…city alter surveillance and the reporting cuto¤ W , and what e¤ect does this
have on expected loss of life?
If a country is in a reporting equilibrium, its optimal investment in sensitivity
and speci…city satisfy
qx xSB

=

rz z SB

=

1
p0 [ p1
(1

(0; cSB )

1
p0 ) [S SB

S SB + RSB ]

RSB ]

Note that, whereas the return to sensitivity falls in the relative sanctions-related
costs of reporting, the return to speci…city rises in these costs. The reason is that
greater sensitivity rules out false negatives and thereby moves outbreak states of
the world from the non-reported to the reported set, and thus to higher relative
sanctions. Greater speci…city does the opposite, it shifts non-outbreak states from
the reported set to the non-reported set, and thus away from higher relative sanctions. If a country is in a no report equilibrium, it will invest nothing in sensitivity
or speci…city because, in the absence of reporting, there are no returns to doing
so.

Because it is possible in equilibrium that some countries report while other

simultaneously do not, trading partners must set ex post sanctions with an eye only
toward reporting countries that observe a positive test result, and set preemptive
sanctions with an eye both toward reporting countries that observe a negative test
result and toward non-reporting countries. The optimality conditions for sanctions
are therefore
k 0 S SB

=

k 0 RSB

=

E [ jreport]
1
SB
E [ jreport] p1 (c ) y
E [ jnot report] + E [ ]
E [ jnot report] + E [ (1

)]

1
p1 (0) y

where again for readability we leave out SB-superscripts on functions that depend
on q xSB and r z SB .8

Finally, WHO only provides care only when a country

reports. But since not all may countries report in a non-zero reporting equilibrium,
8

It must be the case that ex post sanctions are greater than preemptive sanctions when a strict
subset of countries report. If not we get a contradiction since the cuto¤ in (16) would be negative,
suggesting all countries report. If all countries report, ex post sanctions are greater than preemptive
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the optimality condition for medical aid is
p01 (c) =

1

E [ jreport]
E [ jreport]

k (S SB ) y

The following propositions summarize each player’s response to an increase in
sensitivity and speci…city.
Proposition 4 An increase in either

or

reduces preemptive sanctions and in-

creases a country’s investment in speci…city. If (A3) holds, then it also increases
ex post sanctions and medical assistance. The e¤ ect on investment in sensitivity is
ambiguous. If one further assumes, however, that (A4) the curvature of the functions p1 and k satisfy P < E [ jreport] k (S) K where P and K are the curvature
parameters

P =

p001
p01

p01
p1

for all (c; S), then an increase in

or

; K=

k 00
k0

k0
k

reduces investment in sensitivity.

Proof. See appendix.
The key contribution of both increased sensitivity and increased speci…city is greater
positive (14) and negative (15) predictive value of test results. This in turn increases
the return to medical assistance and ex post sanctions because any report is less
likely to be a false alarm.

Conversely, the return to preemptive sanctions falls

because a negative test result –one of the two possible explanations for the absence
of no report – is less likely to be incorrect and thus require precautionary actions.
The net e¤ect is to increase twice the relative sanctions-related cost of reporting.
Because greater relative sanctions increase the return to speci…city, investment in
speci…city rises.

As for sensitivity, the net e¤ect is ambiguous.

The greater

relative sanctions discourage investment, but greater medical assistance encourages
investment. Under the technical conditions indicated, we can be sure the sanctions
e¤ect outweighs the assistance e¤ect.
In order to deduce the implication of Proposition 4 for reporting, take the derivsanctions only when
p1 cSB
E [ ] E [ (1
)]
p (1 q)
=
<
E[ ]
E[ ]
pq
p1 (0)
This condition is roughly equal to the condition that 1 q SB =q SB < p1 cSB =p1 (0), i.e., that
the relative odds of a false negative are less than the relative odds of an epidemic when WHO
provides medical assistance.
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ative of the reporting cuto¤ W with respect to, say, sensitivity parameter :
@W
@r

=

W [ p1 (0; c) S + R]
W
@c
q (x) +
q (x) p01 (c) y
D
D
@
(1 W ) S
@z
W q + (1 W ) (1 r) @S
rz (z)
+
+
D
@
D
@
W [ p1 (0; c) S + R]
@x
+
qx (x)
D
@

where D =

q (x) p1 (0; c) y + [1

r (z)

q (x)] (S

@R
@

R) > 0 and we suppress

SB-superscripts for ease of readability. On the one hand, greater speci…city might
increase reporting by lowering the reporting cuto¤.

The immediate bene…t of

sensitivity –captured in the …rst term –is to introduce reporting only to states where
there is an outbreak for sure and therefore medical assistance has its greatest positive
impact.9 An indirect inducement to reporting – the second term – is that greater
sensitivity increases WHO medical assistance, a bene…t of reporting.

Another

indirect inducement –the third term –is that sensitivity causes the country to invest
more in speci…city, which in turn eliminates some situations where the country su¤ers
ex post sanctions but obtains no bene…t from WHO medical assistance.

On the

other hand, sensitivity can deter reporting by increasing the reporting cuto¤. The
most important disincentive –the fourth term –is that increasing speci…city makes
ex post sanction more e¤ective and preemptive sanctions less necessary. Another
possible disincentive – the …fth term – is that sensitivity might cause the country
to reduce its investment in sensitivity, o¤setting some of the immediate bene…ts of
sensitivity in the …rst term.10 The overall e¤ect is uncertain, with the one certain
culprit being the increase in relative sanctions.
in the speci…city parameter

Given Proposition 4, an increase

has similar e¤ects on reporting with one primary

exception. The immediate bene…t of sensitivity is

(1

W ) S r (z) =D < 0.

Just as with reporting, it is not possible to sign the e¤ect of technology on
expected loss of life among all countries,
E[

p1 (c) k (S) yjreport] + E [
+E [ (1

p1 (0) k (R) yjnot report]

) p1 (0) k (R) y]

9

Note that the set of cases that satisfy the reporting condition E [ jreport] p1 (0; c) y >
E [ jreport] (S R) is a subset of the cases that satify the more lax condition p1 (0; c) y > S
R. Increased sensitivity simply increases E [ jreport] relative to E [ jreport] which expands the
boundary of the reporting subset.
10
The impact of technology on reporting is not identical to its impact on investment in sensitivity
because the former is proportional to
p1 0; cSB
S SB + RSB while latter is proportional to
SB
SB
SB
p1 0; c
S +R . The reason is that sensitivity q has the same e¤ect on the the probability
of a positive test ( ) as on the joint probability of a positive test and an outbreak ( ).
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The marginal e¤ect of raising sensitivity is
E [p0 qjreport] fp1 (0) k (R) y p1 (c) k (S) yg
@c
@S
@R
+
(E [ jnot report] + E [ ])
E [ jreport]
@
@
@
@x
fp1 (0) k (R) y p1 (c) k (S) yg E p0 qx jreport
@
One the one hand, in the …rst term, sensitivity directly moves some outbreak states
from the set of non-reported and high-loss cases to the set of reported and low-loss
cases. Moreover, in the second term, sensitivity increases loss-reducing assistance
and ex post sanctions in the reported cases.

On the other hand, in the third

term, sensitivity reduces loss-reducing preemptive sanctions in non-reported cases.
Finally, to the extent that improvements in technological sensitivity reduces country
investment in sensitivity, there may be, in the fourth term, some reversal of the direct
e¤ect of sensitivity in the …rst term. The marginal e¤ect of raising speci…city is just
the the second line of the e¤ect of sensitivity. This is enough, however, to generate
ambiguous e¤ects on loss of life. The culprit common to both technologies is the
reduction in preemptive sanctions.
Not only have we demonstrated that technology may have ambiguous e¤ects
on surveillance, reporting and loss of life, but also it should be apparent that the
return to speci…city may not be negative. Indeed, it is possible that the return to
speci…city may exceed that to sensitivity. Consider the following example. Suppose
one uses the immediate bene…ts of sensitivity and speci…city as a rough proxy for
the relative e¤ects of innovation on reporting. Then speci…city will be better for
reporting than sensitivity if
r>

1
+

+

+

p1 (0; c) y
q
S R

For countries who are remotely close to the margin for reporting, that is, for whom
p1 (0; c) y > S

R, this condition suggests that speci…city might be more produc-

tive than sensitivity when

+

> 1, that is, the contribution of technology to the

marginal productivity or surveillance is relatively high.11

6

Rumors

In this section we examine the e¤ect of introducing rumors and of correcting bad
rumors on incentives for surveillance and reporting.

The key di¤erence between

country reporting and rumors is that the latter are involuntary.
11

[Consider case with exogenous sanctions. Does it change reporting?]
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This provides

Test
+
+
-

Rumor
+
+
-

Outbreak
p0 q q
p0 q (1 q)
p0 (1 q) q
p0 (1 q) (1

q)

No
(1
(1
(1
(1

outbreak
p0 ) (1 r) (1
p0 ) (1 r) r
p0 ) r (1 r)
p0 ) rr

r)

Table 3: Joint probabilities of outbreaks, test results, and rumors.
trading partners an additional source of information to motivate preemptive sanctions.

(Positive rumors are redundant when a country reports.)

Our primary

…nding is that either introducing rumors or improving the quality of rumors increases the incidence of preemptive sanctions because there will be more instances
where a country does not report but rumors suggest an outbreak.

Relative to

improving the quality of testing, this will tend to promote reporting.
Rumors occur between stages 2 and 3 of the game, after a country detects an
outbreak but before it decides whether to report.12 For simplicity, we assume that
the results of diagnostic testing and the content of rumors are independent. Let q
and r be the sensitivity and speci…city of rumors, respectively. Table 3 gives the
joint probabilities of whether there is an outbreak, the result of diagnostic testing,
and the content of rumors.

Let i = 1 (0) indicate that test results are positive

(negative) for an outbreak. Let j = 1 (0) indicate rumors suggest that there is (is
not) an outbreak in a country. De…ne
testing and rumors, respectively, and

ij
ij

as the probability of outcomes (i; j) from

(

ij )

as the probability of an outbreak (no

outbreak) conditional on outcomes (i; j) for all (i; j). As before, the probability of
an outbreak and the results of testing are private information. Rumors, however,
are common knowledge.

Let k = 1 (0) if the country informs (does not inform)

WHO and trading partners of a positive test result.

Let ckj and Skj be medical

assistance and ex post sanctions conditional on outcomes (k = 1; j) for all j. Let
Rkj be preemptive sanctions conditional on outcomes (k = 0; j) for all j:
As in the last section, we ignore WHO subsidies for surveillance and assume that
WHO medical assistance has no value in the absence of a positive test result. (A
positive rumor does not identify exactly who is infected.)

For further simplicity,

we assume that technological sensitivity q (x) and speci…city r (x) are each an increasing, concave function of a country’s investment in surveillance. This implies
that a country’s payo¤s conditional on test results, rumors and reporting decision
12
The model becomes simpler when the country reports at the same time as rumors are revealed.
This means the country cannot take rumors into account in its reporting and thus surveillance
decision. This is equivalent to ruling out cases 2 and 3 in the analysis that follows. From
Proposition 5 it is clear the e¤ect on investment in surveillance among reporting (case 1) countries
is ambiguous. The e¤ect on case 4 countries is zero. In our model, because it is assumed countries
do not have their own medical resources, there is no point in conducting surveillance if one does
not expect to report whether or not there are rumors.
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Test
+
+
+
+
-

Rumor
+
+
+
-

Report
Y
N
Y
N
N
N

Payo¤
x z
x z
x z
x z
x z
x z

11 p1 (c11 ) y

S11
R01
11 p1 (0) y
p
(c
)
y
S10
10 1 10
R00
10 p1 (0) y
p
(0)
y
R
01 1
01
R00
00 p1 (0) y

Table 4: Country payo¤s conditional on test results, rumors and reporting decision.
are as set forth in Table 4. A country will report when both testing and rumors
are positive if
SB
11

SB
p1 0; cSB
> S11
11

SB
R01

It will report when testing is positive but rumors are negative if
SB
01

p1 0; cSB
> S10
01

SB
R00

Based on these criteria, we can write WHO’s objective as
max E [

11 f 11 p1 (c11 ) k (S11 ) y

c11 g jreport if i = 1; j = 1]

E[

10 f 10 p1 (c10 ) k (S10 ) y

c01 g jreport if i = 1; j = 0]

c

where we have omitted payo¤s in states where the country does not produce a
positive test result because WHO provides no assistance and therefore cannot a¤ect
payo¤s in those states. Trading partners’payo¤ is
E[

11 f 11 p1 (c11 ) k (S11 ) y

S11 g jreport if i = 1; j = 1]

E[

10 f 10 p1 (c10 ) k (S10 ) y

S01 g jreport if i = 1; j = 0]

E[

11 f 11 p1 (0) k (R01 ) y

R01 g jnot report if i = 1; j = 1]

E[

10 f 10 p1 (0) k (R00 ) y

R00 g jnot report if i = 1; j = 0]

E[

01 f 01 p1 (0) k (R01 ) y

R01 g]

E[

00 f 00 p1 (0) k (R00 ) y

R00 g]

Optimality conditions for WHO assistance and sanctions are straightforward.
Because a country’s reporting decision, in general, depends on a country’s probability of an outbreak, optimality conditions for surveillance depends on the country’s
predictable reporting decisions.

There are four cases to consider: (1) report if

(i = 1; j = 1) and (i = 1; j = 0), (2) report if (1; 1) but not if (1; 0), (3) report if
(1; 0) but not if (1; 1), (4) do not report. The optimality conditions for each case
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are:

Case 1 :

qxSB

=

"

p0 q
+p0 (1

p1 0; cSB
11 y

p1 0; cSB
10 y

q)

#

SB + RSB
S11
01
SB + RSB
S01
00

1

rxSB
Case 2 : qxSB = p0 q

p1 0; cSB
11 y

Case 3 : qxSB = p0 (1

q)

SB
SB
S11
+ R01

p1 0; cSB
10 y

1

SB
SB
S01
+ R00

1

Case 4 : x = 0
Explanations of these conditions are similar to those for analogous conditions in
previous sections.
We are interested in the consequences of improving the speci…city and sensitivity of rumors on surveillance, reporting and expected loss of life.

The following

proposition summarize our …ndings.
Proposition 5 An increase in either the sensitivity or speci…city of rumors increases preemptive sanctions in the state where there is no report but rumors indicate there is an outbreak.

It decreases preemptive sanctions in the state where

there is no report and no rumors of an outbreak. Suppose assumption (A3) holds.
Then an increase in either the sensitivity or speci…city of rumors increases medical
assistance and ex post sanctions when a country reports and rumors indicate there is
an outbreak. It decreases medical assistance and ex post sanctions when a country
reports but rumors do not indicate an outbreak.

The e¤ ect on investment in the

sensitivity and speci…city of surveillance is ambiguous. Suppose further that (A5)
the curvature of p1 is su¢ ciently closer to the curvature of the exponential function
such that
1i

~ 1i > P~1i
K

where
1i

~ 1i
K
k1i

1
E [ 1i j1; 2]
Q1
k1i E [ 1i 1i j1; 2]
0 )
00
( k1i
k1i
=
; P~1i =
0 )
( k1i
k1i
= k (S1i ) ; p1i = p1 (c1i )
=

p001i
( p01i )

( p01i )
p1i

Then an increase in the sensitivity of rumors will increase investment in sensitivity
by countries that report outbreaks when both their testing and rumors are positive
for an outbreak and will decrease investment in sensitivity by countries that report
outbreaks when their testing is positive for an outbreak but rumors are not.
Proof. See appendix.
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Figure 1 helps explain this proposition.

Increased sensitivity (speci…city) of

rumors moves true outbreak (no outbreak) cases from the negative (positive) rumor
state to the positive (negative) rumor state.
tiveness of rumors.

This sorting improves the informa-

This in turn increases the return of ex post sanctions and

preemptive sanctions to trading partners and of medical assistance to WHO when
there is a positive rumor. It has the opposite e¤ect when there is a negative rumor.
The reason is that a positive rumor is now more highly correlated with an actual
outbreak, whether or not a country reports.
Contrast this to the e¤ect of increasing the sensitivity or speci…city, and thus
informativeness, of testing.

That increases the return to ex post sanctions and

medical assistance when a country reports relative to preemptive sanctions when it
does not. And this is true whether or not there is a rumor. The key observable
di¤erence is that, whereas improved rumors will increase preemptive sanctions when
there is a positive rumor and decrease ex post sanctions and medical assistance when
there is a negative rumor, improved testing will reduce preemptive sanctions when
there is a positive rumor and increase ex post sanctions and medical assistance when
there is a negative rumor.
The e¤ect on surveillance is generally ambiguous. First consider investment in
sensitivity of surveillance, which tends move true outbreak cases from the negative
to the positive test result state. In the positive rumor state, among other things,
greater medical assistance and greater preemptive sanctions encourage more investment but greater ex post sanctions discourage such investment.

In the negative

rumor state, one observes the opposite e¤ects on medical assistance, preemptive
sanctions and ex post sanctions, and therefore opposite e¤ects on investment in
sensitivity. But the net e¤ect is still ambiguous.
Now consider investment in speci…city of surveillance, which tends to move false
outbreak cases from the positive test result to the negative test result state. Unlike
sensitivity, speci…city reduces application of ex post sanctions and increases the
application of preemptive sanctions. Medical assistance is not relevant because we
are dealing with actual no outbreak cases.

Since we have ‡ipped the role of ex

post sanctions and preemptive sanctions, we observe a ‡ip in the e¤ect of improved
rumors. For example, in the positive rumor state, higher preemptives discourage
investment but greater ex post sanctions encourage such investment.
Because the e¤ect of informativeness of rumors on surveillance is ambiguous, the
e¤ect on reporting is a fortiori ambiguous.

There is, however, an important dis-

tinction between the e¤ect of improved testing and the e¤ect of improved rumors on
reporting. Whereas improved testing reduces preemptive sanctions in the positive
rumor state, improved rumors increase preemptive sanctions in the positive rumor
state. Since greater preemptives encourage reporting, on a qualitative level there
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is less of a disincentive to report with improved rumors. We cannot con…rm this
quantitatively because improved testing may, for example, increase ex post sanctions less than improved rumors.

But if we have no reason to think that testing

and rumors have di¤erential e¤ects on ex post sanctions and medical assistance, then
investments in improving rumors are less harmful to reporting than investments in
improving testing.13

7

Conclusion

As we discussed in the Prologue, the world was saved from China’s failure to report
its SARS outbreak by the good fortune of biology.

SARS happened not to be

very deadly. We may not be so lucky with the highly pathogenic H5N1 strain of
avian in‡uenza.

Fifty-…ve countries have already discovered avian ‡u outbreaks

in their domestic or wild bird populations (OIE, Feb. 19, 2007). And of the 274
con…rmed cases of human infection since 2003, 167 have resulted in death (WHO,
Feb. 19, 2007). Although the H5N1 strain has mastered animal-to-animal and
animal-to-human transmission, it has fortunately not mastered human-to-human
transmission. If that occurs, WHO conservatively estimates that two to 7.4 million
people might die (WHO Oct. 14, 2005).
WHO’s strategy for preventing an epidemic relies on rapid vaccination and quarantine of the immediate neighborhood where human-to-human transmission is detected. That strategy relies, however, on early detection of an outbreak (Science,
Jan. 20, 2006; Science, Feb. 24, 2006). Unfortunately, many countries, including
Iran, Nigeria, Sudan, Tunisia and Turkey are reluctant to cooperate (VOA News
Mar. 3, 2006). Although China has reported outbreaks with greater speed than in
the case of SARS, it has failed to report outbreaks in certain provinces (NYT Feb.
1, 2006; NYT, June 24, 2006).

Moreover, China and Indonesia, which itself has

su¤ered 63 human deaths from avian ‡u, have delayed sharing the blood samples
that are vital to the development of a vaccine targeted precisely at the current strain
of bird ‡u (WSJ Dec. 23, 2005; WSJ Dec. 27, 2005; WSJ Feb. 7, 2007).
This paper explores the private incentives of source countries to surveil and report information on disease outbreaks. The analysis not only sheds light on why
countries have failed to cooperate fully on avian in‡uenza, but also how better cooperation might be secured. More valuable medical assistance and perhaps transfers
to o¤set the cost of ex post sanctions are useful; limits on sanctions, especially preemptive sanctions, are not. Importantly, the paper suggests that better technology
and better rumors, two pillars of the WHO’s strategy to track and control avian ‡u,
are a mixed bag. On the one hand, technically more informative signals of disease
13

[Discuss e¤ect on loss of life.]
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oubtreak are a fortiori more informative. On the other hand, more revealing signals
can reduce countries’incentive to surveill and report.
A secondary purpose of this paper was to understand a class of information
acquisition and disclosure problems that involve multiple principals who have similar
interests but di¤erent levers and cannot cooperate.

Our analysis suggests that

problem of inadequate monitoring and disclosure with respect to, for example, STDs,
student violence, and product defects is somewhat mitigated by the willingness of
sexual partners, parents, and consumers to preemptively sanction (by refusing to
deal) with possible carriers, schools and manfacturers, respectively.

Moreover,

in the absence of enforcible, mandatory monitoring and reporting, improving the
technology of testing and audits or the quality of rumors and whistleblowing may
reduce monitoring and disclosure, leading to an increase in STDs, student violence,
and product defects.
That said, there are a number of important extensions of the paper that ought
to be explored before drawing serious policy-related conclusions. For example, the
paper assumes that information on the probability of an outbreak is private information to the source country. It would be helpful to explore the case where it is
not, or where there is repeat play that makes this information common knowledge.
There would be greater potential for strategic interactions in such a case. Second,
we assumed that source countries cannot a¤ect the probability of an outbreak. If
this is not the case, then there may a trade-o¤ between ex ante infection control
and ex post reporting. For instance, medical assistance to encourage reporting may
reduce the expected cost of lax infection control.
timeline of events.
ceded rumors.

Third, we assumed a speci…c

For instance, we posited that investment in surveillance pre-

If, however, rumors precede investment decisions, then improving

the quality of rumors will have more complicated e¤ects on investment and reporting. An improvement in rumors may increase investment in sensitivity of testing
following positive rumors and either increase the speci…city of testing or decrease reporting following negative rumors. The reason is that positive rumors are not very
helpful for identifying whom the source country ought to treat with WHO medical
assistance. An increase in sensitivity of testing can make medical assistance that
follows a positive rumor more productive.

Likewise, a negative rumor will only

avoid ex post sanctions if test results are also negative. This can be achieved either
by increasing speci…city of testing or by not reporting.
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Proofs

Proof of Proposition 2. Suppose, in the second best formulation, one were to
change the loss-of-surplus cost of sanctions to the country and trading partners from
S to mS and the country’s loss of life from an epidemic from y to nky. Performing
comparative statics on the optimality conditions with respect to m
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and @x=@m is ambiguous, where the arguments of q, p1 and k are ignored when
they are obvious, all choice variables are at Nash values conditional on m, and
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+

mSp01 = p1
p1 nk

p01 k 0 y
F

Q0

where the reporting condition can be written y > W = mS= p1 nk.

Performing

comparative statics with respect to n 2 [0; 1] reveals no change in behavior except
with respect to the reporting condition:

@W
=
@n

W
<0
n

Proof of Proposition 3. Taking R as exogenous and performing comparative
statics on the optimality conditions with respect to R reveals
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where the arguments of q are ignored when they are obvious, all choice variables
(except R) are at Nash values, and
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Taking R = RSB when it is endogenous does not change the results.
Proof of Proposition 4.
report).

De…ne h = 1 (0) if a country reports (does not

Comparative statics on the optimality conditions for (R; c; S; x; z) with
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The optimality condition for R implies 1 + p1 (0) k 0 (R) y < 0, so AR > 0 and
@R=@ < 0 and @z=@ > 0. It is helpful to observe that B = E [(1
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p1 (c) k 0 (S) y < 0, so AS > 0. Further, if (A3) holds, then K; P; F > 0 [< 0]. This
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Proof of Proposition 5.
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for the model with rumors reveals
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E [p0 qj1; 3] 1 + p010 k10 y > 0

A01 =

fE [p0 ]

A00 =

fE [p0 ]

Ax1 =

p0 qx [G11

E [p0 qj1; 2]g 1 + p1 (0) k 0 (R01 ) y > 0
E [p0 qj1; 3]g 1 + p1 (0) k 0 (R00 ) y > 0
G10 ] ;

Ax2 = p0 qx G11 > 0;

B11 = E [(1

p0 ) (1

B01 = E [(1

p0 ) j3; 4] + E [(1

p0 ) rj1; 2] > 0

B01 = E [(1

p0 ) j2; 4] + E [(1

p0 ) rj1; 3] > 0

Bz1 =

p0 ) rz [(S10

Bz2 = (1

(1

p0 ) rz (S11

r) j1; 2] > 0;

R00 )

B10 = E [(1

(S11

R01 ) > 0;
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Ax3 = p0 qx G10 > 0

p0 ) (1

r) j1; 3] > 0

R10 )]

Bz3 = (1

p0 ) rz (S10

R00 ) > 0

F11 =

p0011 k11 y

(p11 k11 y)2 > 0

00
p11 k11
y

(p10 k10 y)2 > 0

F10 = (p10 k10 y) (p10 k10 y)
F~11 = (L11 )2 F11 ;

F~10 = (L10 )2 F10

F01 = fE [

11 11 j3; 4]

+E(

01 01 )g p1 (0) k

00

(R01 ) y > 0

F00 = fE [

10 10 j2; 4]

+E(

00 00 )g p1 (0) k

00

(R00 ) y > 0

Fx1 =

p0 qxx [qG11 + (1

Fx2 =

p0 qxx qG11 > 0;

Fx3 =

Fz1 =

(1

p0 ) rzz [(1

r) (S11

R01 ) + r (S10

Fz2 =

(1

p0 ) rzz (1

r) (S11

R01 ) > 0

Fz3 =

(1

p0 ) rzz r (S10

G11 =

11

p (0; c11 ) y

L11 = E [

q) G10 ] > 0
q) G10 > 0
R00 )] > 0

R00 ) > 0

S11 + R01 ;
11 11 j1; 2]

p0 qxx (1

G10 =

> 0;

10

L10 = E [

p (0; c10 ) y
10 10 j1; 3]

S10 + R00
>0

00
K11 = p11 k11
y

0
p011 k11
y;

P11 = p0011 k11 y

0
p011 k11
y

00
K10 = p10 k10
y

0
p010 k10
y;

P10 = p0010 k10 y

0
p010 k10
y

where E [ j1; 2] ;for example, indicates expectation taken over f (p0 ) conditional on
countries in cases 1 and 2.

If (p1 ; k) are log-convex (log-concave), then F11 ; F10 ; P11 ; K11 ; P10 ; K10 > 0 (< 0).
This in turn implies,
@c11 @S11 @c11 @S11
;
;
;
@q
@q
@r
@r
@c10 @S10 @c10 @S10
;
;
;
@q
@q
@r
@r

> 0
< 0

Employing the optimality conditions for medical assistance and ex post sanctions,
note that K1i and P1i can be written
E [ 1i j1; 3 i]
E [ 1i 1i j1; 3 i]
E [ 1i j1; 3 i]
E [ 1i 1i j1; 3 i]

00
k1i
0 )
( k1i
p001i
( p01i )

0 )
( k1i
k1i
( p01i )
p1i

E [ 1i j1; 3 i]
~ 1i
K
E [ 1i 1i j1; 3 i]
E [ 1i j1; 3 i]
P~1i
E [ 1i 1i j1; 3 i]

for i = 0; 1. If (A4) holds, that is,
1
E [ 11 j1; 2]
k11 E [ 11 11 j1; 2]

~ 11 > P~11
K

and the curvature of p1 is su¢ ciently closer to that of the exponential function than
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is the curvature of k, then ( p01i y) K1i

P1i > 0 and

@x2
@x3
> 0;
<0
@q
@q

B

Equilibrium with unraveling

To demonstrate how preemptive sanctions can generate an equilibrium will unraveling as in Grossman (1981) and Milgrom (1981), consider the model from Section
4 with three modi…cations. First, for simplicity, we ignore WHO subsidies for surveillance. This variable complicates the model but does not add to the economic
insights.

Second, index countries by subscript i.

of an outbreak is p0i .

Thus country i’s probability

WHO and a country’s trading partners do not know this

probability, but they do know the distribution of p0i among all countries. Third,
a country can credibly reveal its exact probability of an outbreak by submitting to
an audit by WHO. This decision occurs at the start of the game.

(Whether a

country submits to an audit is common knowledge.) An audit is not without cost,
however. If a country submits to an audit, it cannot conceal a positive test result
from its surveillance. In other words, we consider a multiple country model with
asymmetric information that can be credibly revealed via a "costly" audit.
Each country faces two choices, whether or not to submit to a WHO audit and
how much to invest in surveillance. (In this model, surveillance is subject to false
negatives, but no false positives.)

The country’s payo¤s if it does and does not

submit to an audit are
(audit) =
(no audit) =

i ( i p1 (ci ) y

p1 (0) y

+ Si )

i ((1

i ) p1 (0) y

+ RAi )

RN

(17)
(18)

respectively, where RAi and RN are preemptive sanctions conditional on whether
the country submits to an audit,
i

= Pr (positive test) = p0i q (xi )

i

= Pr (negative test) = p0i (1

i

= Pr (outbreak j positive test) = 1

i

= Pr (outbreak j negative test) = (1

q (xi )) + (1

p0i ) =

p0i )

i

Note that, when a country submits to an audit, trading partners set sanctions
(Si ; RAi ) and WHO provides medical care ci tailored to that country’s speci…c probability of an outbreak because the audit credibly reveals this probability.
All countries that …nd it privately optimal to report will also submit to an audit
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because there is no additional cost to doing so.

Therefore, we focus our analysis

on the set of countries that do not …nd it privately optimal to report. For this set
of countries, sanctions are more costly than the medical assistance from reporting:
Si

RAi >

p1 (0; ci ) y. A country that would not otherwise report will submit to

an audit, however, if (17) is greater than (18) or
p0i <

1
q (xi ; ti )

RN
RAi

Si

RAi
p1 (0; ci ) y

= W (xi ; S; RN ; RAi ; ci )

(19)

A country that does not …nd it privately optimal to report will invest nothing in
surveillance:
qx =

1
p0i ( p1 (0; ci ) y

Si + RAi )

<0

Trading partners must choose 2n + 1 variables. If country i submits to an audit,
they must choose (Si ; RAi ).

For any country that does not submit to an audit,

the trading partners must choose RN . The objective functions for choosing these
variables are
i (p1 (ci ) [k (Si )

1] y

Si )

i ((1

E (p0 jno audit) p1 (0) [k (RN

i ) pi (0) [k (RAi )

1) y]

1] y

RAi ) for all i

RN

The optimality conditions for these variables are:
Si :
RAi :
RN

:

p1 (ci ) k 0 (Si ) y
i (1

1 = 0 for all i

i ) p1 (0) k

0

(RAi ) y

(20)

1 = 0 for all i

E (p0 jno audit) p1 (0) k 0 (RN ) y

(21)

1=0

(22)

WHO must choose n variables. If country i submits to an audit, it must report
positive test results.

Therefore, WHO must decide how much medical care to

provide when this happens. WHO’s objective function and optimality conditions
for care given p0i are
i (p1 (ci ) k (Si ) y

ci )

i ((1

p1 c0i k (Si ) y

i ) p1 (0) k (RAi ) y)

t

1=0

respectively.
There are two steps to demonstrating the existence of an equilibrium with unraveling.

First, we must show that the numerator of (19) is positive for some

country and, therefore, that country seeks an audit. Take any country with a p0i <
E (p0 jno report) : For that country,

i (1

i)

= p0i (1

q (0; ti )) < E (p0 jno audit).

From (21) and (22) then, RAi < RN . The second step is to show that the optimality
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conditions for (xi ; S; RN ; RAi ; ci ) imply that the cuto¤ Wi exceeds one and therefore
all countries submit to an audit. Performing comparative statics on the optimality
conditions with respect to E (p0 jno audit) reveals that @RN =@E (p0i jno audit) =
k 0 (RN ) =k 00 (Rn ) E (p0i jno audit) > 0 and that none of the other choice variables

are sensitive to changes in E (p0 jno audit).
0.

Therefore, @Wi =@E (p0 jno audit) >

Suppose E (p0 jno audit) starts out at E (p0 jno report).

At this value for

E (p0i jno audit), all countries that would not report but that satisfy (19) submit
to an audit.

This causes trading partners to revise upwards their estimate of

E (p0 jno audit) > E (p0 jno report).

This upward revision in turn raises RN and

thus the cuto¤ Wi . The additional countries that satisfy (19) submit to an audit.
Assuming there is no gap in the distribution of countries’p0i above E (p0i jno report)

that is greater than the incremental revision of E (p0i jno audit), this process continues until Wi rises above one. Because all players can engage in this logic before
making their …rst move, all countries that would not report anticipate that the Wi
which satis…es both (19) and the optimality conditions for (xi ; Si ; RN ; RAi ; ci ) is
greater than one.
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